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A succinct, factual history of West Germany since the war -- its government, society, economy and cultural life. The book is obviously out of
date, but it helps us appreciate what life in West Germany was like when the two Germanies co-existed.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????
Documents the historical, political, social, cultural, and military context of the Holocaust, discussing the persecution of the Jews, Gypsies,
Soviet prisoners of war, and Polish citizens.
Comprehensively updated new edition of Christopher Duggan's acclaimed introduction to the history of Italy.
To counter allegations that the United States is being led down a socialist path to a European-style welfare state, this concise account
reviews the varieties of European socialism and the benefits of welfare reform that have characterized Germany, France, Britain, and
Sweden. Which future is in store for America is left an open question.
Traces the controversial history of euthanasia, examining evolving opinions about what constitutes a good death and taking issue with the
right-to-die movement over the question of legalizing assisted suicide.
This book presents an introduction to one of the most important treaties ever written, the Treaty of Versailles, which formally ended World
War I in 1919. Controversial from the very beginning, the treaty still shapes the destinies of societies and states worldwide. Its authors had
the enormous challenge of trying to put the world back together after the global destruction of the First World War amid competing national
interests and the demands of their populations for justice--

What was life really like for East Germans, effectively imprisoned behind the Iron Curtain? The headline stories of Cold War spies
and surveillance by the secret police, of political repression and corruption, do not tell the whole story. After the unification of
Germany in 1990 many East Germans remembered their lives as interesting, varied, and full of educational, career, and leisure
opportunities: in many ways “perfectly ordinary lives.” Using the rich resources of the newly-opened GDR archives, Mary Fulbrook
investigates these conflicting narratives. She explores the transformation of East German society from the ruins of Hitler's Third
Reich to a modernizing industrial state. She examines changing conceptions of normality within an authoritarian political system,
and provides extraordinary insights into the ways in which individuals perceived their rights and actively sought to shape their own
lives. Replacing the simplistic black-and-white concept of “totalitarianism” by the notion of a “participatory dictatorship,” this book
seeks to reinstate the East German people as actors in their own history.
This accessible text offers a concise but comprehensive introduction to European socialism, which arose in the maelstrom of the
industrial and democratic revolutions launched in the eighteenth century. Striving for sweeping social, economic, cultural, and
political change, socialists were a diverse lot. However, they were united by principles asserting the social and political equality of
all people, ideas that won the adherence of millions and struck fear in the hearts of their numerous opponents. William Smaldone
shows how, over the course of 200 years, socialists successfully promoted the democratization of European society and a more
equitable division of wealth. At the same time, he illustrates how conflicts over the means of achieving their aims divided them into
rival “socialist” and “communist” currents, a rift that undercut the struggle against fascism and helped lay the groundwork for
Europe’s division during the Cold War. Although many predicted the demise of socialism as a potent force after the end of the
Cold War, the Soviet Union’s dissolution, and the rise of neo-liberal ideology, recent developments show that such a judgment
was premature. The author argues that the growth of new socialist parties across Europe indicates that socialist ideas remain
vibrant in the face of capitalism’s failure to solve chronic social and economic problems, especially following the deep global crisis
that began in 2008. Combining an analytical narrative with a selection of primary texts and visual images, this book provides
undergraduate students with a brief, readable history, including an overview of how socialist political movements have evolved
over time and stressing the rich diversity that has characterized socialism’s foundations from its beginning. This new edition brings
this text up to date and examines the European socialist movement in the face of 21st century challenges. It includes a new
preface, including the 2017 American election, updated bibliographies, two new chapters and an afterword.
??????????????????????:1439???????,?????,1740-1866?,????,1866-1918??.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????,??????????????????
Originally published in 1944, this book provides a concise history of Germany, from 900 AD up until the Nazi dictatorship.
Traces the stories of one hundred human innovations to explain their pivotal role in shaping civilization, from weapons and the
domestication of cows to currency and music.
This is an authoritative history of the twelve years of the Third Reich from its political takeover of January 30, 1939 to the German
capitulation in May 1945.
Rev. and updated ed. of: Surpassing realism: the politics of European integration since 1945. c2003.
At the end of the Second World War, the first unified German state collapsed, a disintegration with European and global
ramifications. Ever since, historians have sought to explain what went wrong in German history. Many have focused on the
violence which forged unification; others have highlighted the clash of authoritarian, anti-democratic, and anti-Semitic traditions
with rapid industrialization and modernization. Germany, 1871-1945 presents a pragmatic interpretation of German history, from
the unification to the end of the Nazi regime. This more open approach acknowledges the strong trend in German society towards
modernization and democratization, particularly before 1914, while also highlighting the factors which propelled Germany toward
World War I. The rise of the Nazis also demands a close analysis of the economic and political instability of the 1920s and early
1930s. Finally, a detailed assessment of the Third Reich explains how the regime's early successes fostered a loyalty and
acceptance that remained hard to shake until disaster was obvious and unavoidable.
The presence and history of the Order of St John in various regions of the lands of Germany and East Europe has been
researched in several aspects but a comphrensive work on the langue of Germany as such has never been written. This book
presents an overview of the 800 years of the history of the Hospitallers in Germany and in the lands of the former 'Holy Roman
Empire of the German Nation'. Because of the vastness of the subject, the book does not pretend to be an in-depth study of this
subject but is a basic outline of the development of the institution and of the most important events connected with it. The book is
aimed at the general reader as well as at the specialist, who will find indications for further reading on single aspects and events.
A revised and extended edition of Richard Clogg's introduction to the history of modern Greece.
????.
WORLD WAR II IN EUROPE: A CONCISE HISTORY offers readers an engaging, clear, and comprehensive overview of the war
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that includes all of the key concepts, recent scholarship, and, where applicable, conflicting interpretations, while avoiding the
complex data and schemata that tend to overwhelm non-specialists. Special attention is given to the human experience during the
war, including extensive coverage of the Holocaust, and numerous quotations from relevant primary sources are integrated
throughout the narrative, bringing the events to life. The text also covers the war's lasting effects on European history as well as
population transfers, the treatment of collaborators and war criminals, the ordeal of Jewish survivors, changing German responses
to the Nazi era, the emergence of the Cold War, and steps toward European integration. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Describes 1500 years of South African history, from pre-colonial times to Nelson Mandela's Presidency.
Examines the social, political, and cultural changes in Germany from the early middle ages to the present.
The German Wars: A Concise History, 1859-1945 outlines the history of European warfare from the Wars of German Unification to
the end of the World War II. The title aside, the book is not be another history of the German military; it takes a much broader
approach looking at political, social, economic, and military developments across Europe, and the United States during the period.
The “German War” part of the title is there because Germany plays the central part in the story. But the key element threading its
way through this volume is the Industrial Revolution.
The fourth edition of A History of Germany, 1918–2014: A Divided Nation introduces students to the key themes of 20th century
German history, tracing the dramatic social, cultural, and political tensions in Germany since 1918. Now thoroughly updated, the
text includes new coverage of the Euro crisis and a review of Angela Merkel’s Chancellorship. New edition of a well–known,
classic survey by a leading scholar in the field, thoroughly updated for a new generation of readers Provides an overview of the
turbulent history of Germany from the end of the First World War through the Third Reich and beyond, examining the character
and consequences of war and genocide Treats German history from 1918 to 2014 from the perspectives of instability, division and
reunification, covering East and West German history in equal depth Offers important reflections on Angela Merkel’s
Chancellorship as it extends into a new term Concise, substantive coverage of this period make it an ideal resource for
undergraduate students
A Concise History of GermanyCambridge University Press
This balanced history offers a concise, readable introduction to Nazi Germany. Combining compelling narrative storytelling with
analysis, Joseph W. Bendersky offers an authoritative survey of the major political, economic, and social factors that powered the
rise and fall of the Third Reich. Now in its fourth edition, the book incorporates significant research of recent years, analysis of the
politics of memory, postwar German controversies about World War II and the Nazi era, and more on non-Jewish victims. Delving
into the complexity of social life within the Nazi state, it also reemphasizes the crucial role played by racial ideology in determining
the policies and practices of the Third Reich. Bendersky paints a fascinating picture of how average citizens negotiated their way
through both the threatening power behind certain Nazi policies and the strong enticements to acquiesce or collaborate. His
classic treatment provides an invaluable overview of a subject that retains its historical significance and contemporary importance.
For a small, prosperous country in the middle of Europe, modern Austria has a very large and complex history, extending far
beyond its current borders. Today's Austrians have a problematic relationship with that history, whether with the multi-national
history of the Habsburg Monarchy, or with the time between 1938 and 1945 when Austrians were Germans in Hitler's Third Reich.
Steven Beller's gripping and comprehensive account traces the remarkable career of Austria through its many transformations,
from German borderland, to dynastic enterprise, imperial house, Central European great power, failed Alpine republic, German
province, and then successful Alpine republic, building up a picture of the layers of Austrian identity and heritage and their diverse
sources. It is a story full of anomalies and ironies, a case study of the other side of European history, without the easy answers of
more clearly national narratives, and hence far more relevant to today's world.
Highlighting the most important events, ideas, and individuals that shaped modern Europe, this text provides a concise history of the
continent from the Enlightenment to the present day, focusing on the causes and consequences of revolution; the origins and development of
human rights and democracy, and issues of European identity and integration.
Examining one of the defining events of the twentieth century, Doris L. Bergen situates the Holocaust in its historical, political, social, cultural,
and military contexts. Including firsthand accounts from perpetrators, victims, and eyewitnesses, her book is immediate, human, and
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eminently readable.
This book provides a clear and informative guide to the twists and turns of German history from the early middle ages to the present day. The
multi-faceted, problematic history of the German lands has provided a wide range of debates and differences of interpretation. Mary Fulbrook
provides a crisp synthesis of a vast array of historical material, and explores the interrelationships between social, political and cultural factors
in the light of scholarly controversies. First published in 1990, A Concise History of Germany appeared in an updated edition in 1992, and in a
second edition in 2004. It is the only single-volume history of Germany in English which offers a broad, general coverage. It has become
standard reading for all students of German, European studies and history, and is a useful guide to general readers, members of the
business community and travellers to Germany.
This balanced history offers a concise, readable introduction to Nazi Germany. Combining compelling narrative storytelling with analysis,
Joseph Bendersky presents an authoritative survey of the major political, economic, and social factors that powered the rise and fall of the
Third Reich. Now in its third edition, the book incorporates the significant research of recent years. Delving into the complexity of social life
within the Nazi state, it also reemphasizes the crucial role played by racial ideology in determining the policies and practices of the Third
Reich. Bendersky paints a fascinating picture of how average citizens negotiated their way through both the threatening power behind certain
Nazi policies and the strong enticements to acquiesce or collaborate. His classic treatment provides an invaluable overview of a subject that
retains its historical significance and contemporary importance.
2,000 years of history in one riveting afternoon A country both admired and feared, Germany has been the epicenter of world events time and
again: the Reformation, both World Wars, the fall of the Berlin Wall. It did not emerge as a modern nation until 1871—yet today, Germany is
the world’s fourth-largest economy and a standard-bearer of liberal democracy. “There’s no point studying the past unless it sheds some
light on the present,” writes James Hawes in this brilliantly concise history that has already captivated hundreds of thousands of readers. “It
is time, now more than ever, for us all to understand the real history of Germany.”
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